General Guidelines for Contributors in Law Discipline:
1. Nihil Ultra is an interdisciplinary journal in its letters and spirit. Contributors
should observe restraint vis-à-vis technical language they resort to, otherwise
commonplace in classroom pedagogy and courtroom practice alike.
2. Rather than social engineering with the law as instrumental to professional life,
Nihil Ultra looks for interdisciplinary legal literature as institutional apparatus
in the societal lifeworld; with academic merit to its credit.
3. For Nihil Ultra, interdisciplinarity is a non-negotiable criterion for publication.
Contributors should transcend the legalistic approach to replicate the mainstream
legal literature available in the law review.
4. Word limit: 6000 (excluding footnotes) for articles, 3000 (excluding footnotes)
for short notes, 1500 (excluding footnotes) for case comment as legal literature
(NOT case study) and book review (solicited by Editorial Board for review).
Speaking footnote is commonplace in legal literature and, therefore, allowed.
5. For uniformity, without prejudice, endnote cannot be allowed.
6. So far as legal liability—followed by penalty or/and punishment—in any form
for impugned content of case comments or other pieces published in Nihil Ultra
is concerned, St. Xavier’s University Kolkata, members of Advisory Board and
Editorial Board of Nihil Ultra will stand indemnified by the contributor(s).
7. Whether and how far relaxation of lower or upper cap of prescribed word limit
to accommodate extraordinary contribution to interdisciplinary legal literature
may be made is prerogative of Editorial Board.
8. As per practice in legal literature, author-year reference style (in-text
citation)—followed by detailed bibliography—is not required.
9. Contributors should use the citation style of The Bluebook: A Uniform System
of Citation (2015, 20 th ed.). Subject to terms and conditions of the institutional
policy concerned, illustrations of the bluebook citation style are available here:
<https://www.legalbluebook.com/Public/TwentiethEdition.aspx>
10. Cases of deviation due to systemic diversities apart, contributor(s) should
ascertain that citation style followed observes uniformity throughout the piece.

